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1. What is your general impression of the training in Krakow (professional and 

social)? 
 
very good  good   poor   very poor 
11 
 

2. In general, do you think the professional benefit was: 
 
very good          good                  poor       very poor 
9                                2 
 

3. Do you think that you have learnt something that will effect your work in a 
positive sense? 
 
yes                 may be                         no  
11 
 

4. What for you was the most beneficial part of your participation in the  training ? 
 

 The conference showed many exciting projects. It was helpful to see how  the Polish 
school organizes students and manage the school.  

 The most beneficial part were  discussions between Polish and Norwegian teachers 
about teaching methods and challenges we meet in the classroom. 

 To get to know Polish colleagues both professionally and socially. The classes were 
very well  prepared end  the speed was  good. 

 Taking part in lessons. 
 Learning about international activities, sharing experiences, establishing international 

contacts 
 Observing lessons and talking to teachers from Krakow 
 To learn about the practice in the  Polish school  system and to join lessons and 

discuss the practice. 
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5. Are you going to continue to explore any of the themes  discussed during the 
training? 

 It is interesting to extend terrain activities and establish activities to learn about history 
and  culture. 

 I am looking forward  to start  working on the mini project about mythology. 
 Absolutely, it is essential for my development as a teacher. 
 I am going to work with a better focus on the learning goals for each lesson. My 

participation broadened my cultural horizon. 
 How to make the learning foreign languages more attractive through international 

visits and students’ exchanges. 
 I intend to use a number of exercises in my English lessons – in particular pair work ( 

oral) 
 We will discuss and spread our experiences at our school. We are working on the 

same topics – class management and practice of evaluation. 
 
 

6. Did your participation in the  visit help to improve your personal skills ( 
communication skills, presentations skills, social skills) 
 
YES                                        NO                                          I DO NOT KNOW 

            11 
 
 

7. What is your opinion about the organisation  of  training ?: 
 
very good  good   poor   very poor  
11 
 

8. Is there something you were particularly satisfied or not satisfied with about the 
training ? 
 

 
 I want to thank you for a great conference as well as exciting excursions and tours in 

Krakow, Auschwitz and Zakopane. 
 The way we were welcomed by or Polish hosts was so nice  and the entire visit was a 

big joy. The city of Krakow was so impressive and the trips to Auschwitz and 
Zakopane were so interesting and enjoyable. 

 I enjoyed my stay becouse the hosts gave us a warm welcome and an interesting week. 
 The stay was very nice and my impression of the   teachers and students in Krakow  is 

excellent. 
 Very satisfied how the visit was organized 
 Very satisfied with the warm hospitality 
 We are planning to return ( private visit)to Krakow, maybe next year. 
 We are very satisfied with the time and  good connections   with Polish colleagues. A 

lot of informal discussions and sharing of experiences and points. 


